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Categorical Aspects of Quantum Groups:
Multipliers and Intrinsic Groups

Matthew Daws

Abstract. We show that the assignment of the (le�) completely bounded multiplier algebra
M l
cb(L

1
(G)) to a locally compact quantum group G, and the assignment of the intrinsic group,

form functors between appropriate categories. Morphisms of locally compact quantum groups can
be described by Hopf ∗-homomorphisms between universal C∗-algebras, by bicharacters, or by
special sorts of coactions. We show that the whole theory of completely boundedmultipliers can be
li�ed to the universal C∗-algebra level, and that the diòerent pictures of both multipliers (reduced,
universal, and as centralisers) andmorphisms then interact in extremely naturalways. _e intrinsic
group of a quantum group can be realised as a class of multipliers, and so our techniques immedi-
ately apply. We also show how to think of the intrinsic group using the universal C∗-algebra picture,
and then, again, how the diòering views on the intrinsic group interact naturally with morphisms.
We show that the intrinsic group is the “maximal classical” quantum subgroup of a locally compact
quantum group, that it is even closed in the strong Vaes sense, and that the intrinsic group functor
is an adjoint to the inclusion functor from locally compact groups to quantum groups.

1 Introduction

Locally compact quantum groups ([20]) are now recognised as the correct way to
think about quantum groups from an operator algebraic viewpoint, or alternatively,
as a non-commutative extension of PontryaginDuality, building on the theory ofKac
Algebras andMultiplicative Unitary theory. From a category theory perspective, it is
also extremely interesting to think about what themorphisms of such objects should
be. _e recent paper [24], building on [17,25], gives a very satisfactory answer.
As already seen for a non-amenable group G, when forming the group algebra,

we can either look at the reduced case C∗r (G) or the universal case C∗(G), which are
diòerent. _e same applies to a quantumgroupG giving, in general diòerent, algebras
C0(G) and Cu

0 (G). Morphisms can either be expressed as Hopf ∗-homomorphisms,
at the universal algebra level, or through bicharacters, or special types of coaction, at
the reduced algebra level (or equivalently at the von Neumann algebra level, compare
[17, Section 12]). _is gives furtherweight to the view that C0(G) and Cu

0 (G) are just
diòerent facets of the same “quantum group” G.

_ere has beenmuch interest recently in studying completely boundedmultipliers
of G, or more precisely, of the convolution algebra L1(G); see [7, 8, 13, 14], for ex-
ample. _is is an L1(G) theory, or equivalently an L∞(G) theory. In this paper we
show how to cast the entire theory using Cu

0 (G), again showing that the distinction
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between C0(G) and Cu
0 (G) is, in many ways, unimportant. We believe that, even for

completely bounded multipliers of the Fourier algebra, this approach, that is, using
C∗(G) and not VN(G), has not previously been studied.

Using this theory, in terms of universal algebras, leads to a simpleway to study how
multipliers and morphisms interact, generalising the study Spronk undertook of cb
multipliers ofA(G) in [27, Section 6.1]. We then ûnd that all the diòerent “pictures” of
morphisms have a very natural interpretationwith the diòerent aspects ofmultipliers
(essentially, whether one works with centralisers, multipliers, or multipliers at the
Cu
0 (G) level).
_e second topic we look at is that of intrinsic groups, [5, 16]. We can view the

intrinsic group as an assignment of a group to each quantum group. Following [16]
we can deûne the intrinsic group using multipliers, and thus apply our previous study
ofmorphisms to multipliers. We use this to show that the intrinsic group is a functor,
and again show that the diòerent pictures of the intrinsic group, and the diòerent
pictures ofmorphisms, interact very naturally. Again, here it is actually most natural
to work with Cu

0 (Ĝ). We give the new result that the intrinsic group of M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)),

with the relative strict topology, forms another natural equivalent deûnition of the
intrinsic group ofG.

Let us say that G is classical if C0(G) = C0(G) for a locally compact group G. We
show that the intrinsic group is themaximal “classical subgroup” of a quantumgroup.
Closed subgroups of quantum groups were explored in [10], with two deûnitions of-
fered. We show that the intrinsic group is closed in the stronger, “Vaes closed” sense.
We also recast thismaximality property as a universal property in the category theory
sense, and show the the intrinsic group functor is the adjoint of the inclusion functor
from the category of locally compact groups to the category of locally compact quan-
tumgroups. Acorollary of these results is that any classical, closed quantum subgroup
is Vaes closed, a result not available from [10].
Brie�y, the organisation of the paper is as follows. We ûrst introduce locally com-

pact quantum groups, and then summarise the notion of a “morphism”. Compared
to [24] we work with “le�” multiplicative unitaries, and also “reverse the arrows”, to
better generalise from classical group homomorphisms. As such, we take a little time
to give a detailed summary, in the hope that thiswill be a useful reference. In Section 3
we introduce centralisers andmultipliers and show how to work with Cu

0 (G) instead
of L∞(G). We then apply this theory to show how multipliers and morphisms in-
teract, ûnishing with some comments on operator space structures andmaking links
with the results of [14]. In Section 4 we introduce the intrinsic group, again li� the
theory to Cu

0 (G) (or actually the multiplier algebra, with the strict topology). _is
allows us to streamline some of the proofs from [16]. _en in Section 5 we show that
the intrinsic group is a functor, show the stated universal property, and then look at
closed quantum subgroups.

2 Locally Compact Quantum Groups and their Morphisms

Let us introduce some notation. Wewrite⊗ for theminimal tensor product of C∗-al-
gebras or the tensor product of Hilbert spaces, and write ⊗ for the normal tensor
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product of von Neumann algebras. For a C∗-algebra A, wewriteM(A) for themulti-
plier algebra. We shall use the theory of non-degenerate ∗-homomorphisms and their
strict extensions; see [21] or the appendix of [23], for example. We will write B(H)
for the bounded linear operators on aHilbert spaceH, andwriteB0(H) for the com-
pact operators. We use the standard theory of slice maps, and the “leg numbering
notation”. We will use σ to denote the tensor swap map, acting on Hilbert spaces or
algebras.

Wewill use basic, standard results from the theory ofOperator Spaces, speciûcally
the notion of a Completely Boundedmap; see [11].
For the theory of locally compact quantumgroups,we use [19,20]. Formore gentle

introductions, see [18,29], and compare also [23]. We follow the now standard nota-
tion and for a locally compact quantum groupGwrite C0(G) for the C∗-algebra rep-
resentingG and L∞(G) for the von Neumann algebra, with L1(G) its predual. Writ-
ing ∆ for the coproduct,we can either view ∆ as a non-degenerate ∗-homomorphism
C0(G) → M(C0(G) ⊗ C0(G)), or as a unital injective normal ∗-homomorphism
L∞(G)→ L∞(G)⊗L∞(G),which thus induces an algebra structure on L1(G). Sim-
ilarly, ∆ induces an algebra product on C0(G)∗. We will denote these products by ⋆.
By deûnition, locally compact quantum groups carry invariant weights. Use the

le� invariant weight to form theHilbert space L2(G). _en there is the fundamental
multiplicative unitary W on L2(G) ⊗ L2(G), which implements the coproduct as
∆(x) = W∗(1 ⊗ x)W for x ∈ L∞(G). _en C0(G) is weak∗-dense in L∞(G) and
the inclusion C0(G) → L∞(G) respects all of the associated maps. One can start at
either the C∗-algebra level, [20], or at the von Neumann algebra level, [19]. _e set

{(ω ⊗ id)(W) ∶ ω ∈ B(L2(G))∗} ⊆ B(L2(G))

is an algebra, and its closure a C∗-algebra, C0(Ĝ). We can introduce a coproduct on
C0(Ĝ) by ∆̂(x) = Ŵ∗(1 ⊗ x)Ŵ , where Ŵ = σ(W)∗. _en C0(Ĝ) can be given in-
variantweights so as to become a locally compact quantum group, theweak∗-closure
is L∞(Ĝ), which is the von Neumann algebraic version of C0(Ĝ), and so we obtain
Ĝ. _en W ∈ M(C0(G)⊗ C0(Ĝ)) ⊆ L∞(G)⊗L∞(Ĝ).

_e algebras C0(G) and L∞(G) admit further maps such as the antipode, the
unitary antipode, and the scaling group, but these will not play a prominent role in
this paper.
For a classical group G, we can form C0(G) and C∗r (G). Alternatively, we might

form the universal group C∗-algebra C∗(G). _ere is a quantum group analogue of
this, [17]. Wewillwrite Cu

0 (G) for the “universal version” of C0(G); it is the envelop-
ing C∗-algebra of a certain ∗-subalgebra of L1(Ĝ). We can li� ∆, the antipode, and so
forth, to Cu

0 (G). We will continue to write ∆ for the coproduct on Cu
0 (G). _ere is

a quotient ∗-homomorphism π∶Cu
0 (G) → C0(G), the “reducing morphism”, which

intertwines all of the associatedmaps. Finally, we can li� W to various universal ver-
sions. Here we depart from the notation of [17] and writeW ∈ M(Cu

0 (G)⊗ Cu
0 (Ĝ))

forwhat is denoted byU in [17], and then letW = (id⊗π̂)(W) and W= (π⊗id)(W),
which are denoted by V and V̂, respectively, in [17]. An important result for us is that

(id⊗π)∆(a) =W∗(1⊗ π(a))W (a ∈ Cu
0 (G));
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see [17, Proposition 6.2].
As indicated here, when dealing with objects associated with Ĝ, we will adorn the

objectwith ahat. Whendealingwithmore thanone quantumgroup,wewill adorn the
objectswithG orH, and so forth, as appropriate. For example,WH is the fundamental
unitary associated with H, and we have that ŴG = WĜ. Note that in the notation of
[17], we have that V̂G = σ(VĜ)∗, which explains our use of diòerent notation.
Finally, we remark that a very similar theory can be built from just working with

special (“manageable” or “modular”) multiplicative unitaries; see [26, 31]. All of the
results of this paper, except Section 5.2, hold in this more general setting.

2.1 Morphisms of Quantum Groups

AmorphismG→ H can be described in anumberof equivalentways, [24,25]. Wewill
work with “le�” bicharacters, so as to more closely match the conventions of Kuster-
mans andVaes. Wewill also “reverse the arrows”, as compared to [24], so that a group
homomorphism G → H will give rise to amorphism G → H if C0(G) = C0(G) and
C0(H) = C0(H) and not the other way around. As such, we will give more detail in
this summary than strictly necessary in the hope that it will be a useful reference.
Amorphism G→ H can be equivalently described as:

(a) a non-degenerate ∗-homomorphism ϕ∶Cu
0 (H)→ M(Cu

0 (G))which intertwines
the coproducts, i.e., aHopf ∗-homomorphism between universal quantumgroups;

(b) as a bicharacter, which is a unitary U ∈ M(C0(G)⊗ C0(Ĥ)) that satisûes

(∆G ⊗ id)(U) = U13U23 and (id⊗∆Ĥ)(U) = U13U12;

(c) as a special type of coaction, termed a le� quantum group homomorphism, which
is a non-degenerate ∗-homomorphism β∶C0(H) → M(C0(G) ⊗ C0(H)) that
is a coaction of G, namely (∆G ⊗ id)β = (id⊗β)β, and which also satisûes
(id⊗∆H)β = (β ⊗ id)∆H.

Alternatively, we can express the second two conditions at the von Neumann algebra
level:
(a) U ∈ L∞(G)⊗L∞(Ĥ) unitary with the same conditions;
(b) β∶ L∞(H)→ L∞(G)⊗L∞(H) a normal unital ∗-homomorphism,with the same

conditions.
_is can be shown by adapting the proofs of [24]; compare also the diòerent proofs
in [17, Section 12]. _ese diòerent notions are linked by the following properties:
(a) Given ϕ, we have that U = (πGϕ ⊗ id)(WH) and β is the unique ∗-homomor-

phism that satisûes that βπH = (πGϕ ⊗ πH)∆u
H.

(b) Given U , we deûne β by β(x) = U∗(1 ⊗ x)U for x ∈ C0(H) or L∞(H). We can
always “li�” U to a bicharacter in M(Cu

0 (G) ⊗ Cu
0 (Ĥ)) and then the results of

[17, Section 6] readily give a unique ϕ with U = (πGϕ ⊗ id)(WH).
(c) Given β, there is a unique unitary U with (β ⊗ id)(WH)W∗

H,23 = U13, and U is a
bicharacter. From U we obtain ϕ, but there appears to be no simple, direct way
to move from β to ϕ.
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We remark that we also have the notion of a right quantum group homomorphism,
but one can easily move between the le� and right cases by using the unitary an-
tipodes of G and H. Furthermore, [24] also explores a fourth equivalent notion,
namely that of a certain class of functors between the categories of C∗-algebras with
C0(G)-coactions and C0(H)-coactions.

_e identity morphism G → G is associated with the bicharacter WG and the
quantum group homomorphism ∆G. We also remark that (le�) quantum group ho-
momorphisms β are also injective, and “continuous”,meaning that the linear span of
β(C0(H))(C0(G)⊗ 1) is contained in, and dense in, C0(G)⊗ C0(H).

Given a morphism f ∶G → H, write ϕ f ,U f , β f for the associated objects above.
Given f ∶G→ H and g∶H→ K, the composition g f ∶G→ K is associated with:
● ϕ∶Cu

0 (K) → M(Cu
0 (G)), given by ϕ = ϕ f ○ ϕg (the usual composition of non-

degenerate ∗-homomorphisms);
● U ∈ M(C0(G) ⊗ C0(K̂)), which is the unique unitary satisfying Ug ,23U f ,12 =

U f ,12U13Ug ,23 in B(L2(G)⊗ L2(H)⊗ L2(K));
● β∶C0(K) → M(C0(G) ⊗ C0(K)), which is the unique non-degenerate ∗-homo-

morphism satisfying that (β f ⊗ id)βg = (id⊗βg)β.
We remark that it is possible to prove the existence of U just using U f ,Ug , and simi-
larly construct β just using β f , βg , without having to pass through the various equiv-
alences.
Finally,wemention duality. For anymorphismG→ H, there is a “dual morphism”

H→ G. Writing ϕ,U for G→ H, and ϕ̂, Û for H→ G, we have that:
● Û = σ(U∗) where again σ is the swap map;
● ϕ and ϕ̂ are linked by the relation that (ϕ ⊗ id)(WH) = (id⊗ϕ̂)(WG).
We remark that there appears to be no direct way to express the duality relation at
the level of coactions. _is is perhaps not surprising, as duality is governed by the
fundamental unitary, which is re�ected in the bicharacter picture, and of course used
directly to relate ϕ and ϕ̂.

3 Multipliers and Morphisms

Completely boundedmultipliers of locally compact quantum groups have been stud-
ied in detail in [13, 14] and by the author in [7, 8]. To be careful, we will follow the
notation of [14], but the C∗-algebraic approach of [8] will pay oò here.
Fix a locally compact quantum groupG. A le� centraliser of L1(G) is a right mod-

ulemap, that is, L∗∶ L1(G)→ L1(G)with L∗(ω1⋆ω2) = L∗(ω1)⋆ω2. LetC l
cb(L1(G))

be the space of all completely bounded le� centralisers. For L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L1(G)) let

L = (L∗)∗ ∈ CB(L∞(G)) be the adjoint; that L∗ is a le� centraliser is then equivalent
to L being le� covariant, (L ⊗ id)∆ = ∆L.

Recall the le� regular representation λ∶ L1(G)→ C0(Ĝ)which is an injective alge-
bra homomorphism deûned by λ(ω) = (ω⊗ id)(W). We say that x ∈ L∞(Ĝ) is a le�
completely boundedmultiplier if xλ(ω) ∈ λ(L1(G)) for each ω ∈ L1(G) and the re-
sultingmap L1(G)→ L1(G) is completely bounded. Denote this by x ∈ M l

cb(L1(G)).
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By deûnition, M l
cb(L1(G)) ⊆ C l

cb(L1(G)), and a major result of [14] (see Corol-
lary 4.4 of that paper) is that every L∗ ∈ C l

cb(L1(G)) arises in this way. We ûnessed
this result in [8, _eorem 4.2], showing that actually M l

cb(L1(G)) ⊆ M(C0(G));
compare the self-contained approach of [7, Proposition 3.1]. We will say that x ∈
M l
cb(L1(G)) is “associated with” L∗ ∈ C l

cb(L1(G)). Notice that clearly M l
cb(L1(G))

and C l
cb(L1(G)) are isomorphic algebras under this identiûcation.

In this paper we will work with le� multipliers, but it is easy to see that analogous
results hold for rightmultipliers (either compare [8,14]), or justworkwith the opposite
quantum group, to use the terminology of [19, Section 4]. We remark that double
multipliers seem somewhat less well understood; compare [8, Section 7].

3.1 Moving to the Universal Level

In this section, we prove analogous results about the interaction of C l
cb(L1(G)) and

Cu
0 (Ĝ), in place of C0(Ĝ). _is then allows us to study how morphisms and mul-

tipliers interact, as morphisms are most naturally studied at the level of Hopf ∗-ho-
momorphisms between universalC∗-algebraic quantumgroups. _e techniques here
are inspired by [8], though we will not work with Hilbert C∗-modules (but one could
construct analogous proofs using this machinery).

Let L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L1(G)). We wish to consider (L ⊗ id)( W), but we need to make

sense of this. Let Cu
0 (Ĝ) be faithfully and non-degenerated represented on a Hilbert

space K, so wemay identify M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)) with those x ∈ B(K) which multiply Cu

0 (Ĝ)
into itself; then x ∈ Cu

0 (Ĝ)′′. Similarly,

M(C0(G)⊗ Cu
0 (Ĝ)) ⊆ L∞(G)⊗Cu

0 (Ĝ)′′ ⊆ B(L2(G)⊗ K).

_en (L ⊗ id)( W) ∈ L∞(G)⊗Cu
0 (Ĝ)′′ is well deûned.

Lemma 3.1 With the notation above, we have that (L⊗ id)( W) ∈ M(B0(L2(G))⊗
Cu
0 (Ĝ)).

Proof Using the structure of normal completely bounded maps and the structure
theory of normal ∗-homomorphisms, we can ûnd aHilbert space H and

S , T ∈ B(L2(G), L2(G)⊗H)

with ∥S∥∥T∥ = ∥L∥cb andwith L(x) = S∗(x⊗1)T for all x ∈ L∞(G). See, for example,
the discussion in [7, Section 3] or the proof of [8,_eorem 4.2].

Let θ ∈ B0(L2(G)) and a ∈ Cu
0 (Ĝ). Let U ∶ L2(G) → L2(G) ⊗ H be some isom-

etry, and set R = TθU∗ so that RU = Tθ. _en, working in L∞(G)⊗Cu
0 (Ĝ)′′ ⊆

B(L2(G)⊗ K),

(L ⊗ id)( W)(θ ⊗ a) = (S ⊗ 1)∗ W13(Tθ ⊗ a) = (S ⊗ 1)∗ W13(R ⊗ a)(U ⊗ 1).

Now, R ∈ B0(L2(G)⊗H), because θ is compact. As W∈ M(B0(L2(G))⊗Cu
0 (Ĝ)),

and using that B0(L2(G)⊗H) = B0(L2(G))⊗B0(H), it follows that

W13(R ⊗ a) ∈ B0(L2(G)⊗H) ⊗ Cu
0 (Ĝ).
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Hence, (L ⊗ id)( W)(θ ⊗ a) ∈ B0(L2(G))⊗ Cu
0 (Ĝ). Analogously we can show this

with the order of products reversed, and so (L⊗ id)( W) ∈ M(B0(L2(G))⊗Cu
0 (Ĝ)),

as claimed.

Wewill use the “invariants are constant” idea from [24]; compare [7,_eorem 2.1]
and [1, Lemma 4.6]. If x , y ∈ L∞(G) with ∆(x) = y ⊗ 1, then x = y ∈ C1. In
the following, λu ∶ L1(G) → Cu

0 (Ĝ) is the universal le�-regular representation, ω ↦
(ω ⊗ id)( W).

_eorem 3.2 Let L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L1(G)). _ere exists x ∈ M(Cu

0 (Ĝ)) with xλu(ω) =
λu(L∗(ω)) for ω ∈ L1(G), or equivalently, (L ⊗ id)( W) = (1 ⊗ x) W. Furthermore,
if L∗ ∈ CB(L1(G)) is any completely bounded map and x ∈ M(Cu

0 (Ĝ)) any element,
such that (L ⊗ id)( W) = (1 ⊗ x) W, then L∗ is a centraliser associated with πĜ(x) ∈
M l
cb(L1(G)).

Proof Again working in L∞(G)⊗Cu
0 (Ĝ)′′ ⊆ B(L2(G)⊗ K), we set

X = (L ⊗ id)( W) W∗ ∈ L∞(G)⊗Cu
0 (Ĝ)′′ .

By the previous lemma, we know that

X ∈ M(B0(L2(G))⊗ Cu
0 (Ĝ)) .

We calculate that

(∆⊗ id)(X) = (∆L ⊗ id)( W)( W13 W23)∗ = ((L ⊗ id)∆⊗ id)( W) W∗23 W∗13

= (L ⊗ id⊗ id)( W13 W23) W∗23 W∗13 = ((L ⊗ id)( W) W∗) 13 = X13 .

By slicing on the right, and using that invariants are constant, we see that

X ∈ C1⊗M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)) .

_us, there is x ∈ M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)) with X = 1⊗ x, or equivalently,

(L ⊗ id)( W) = (1⊗ x) W.
Now suppose that all we know about L is that (L ⊗ id)( W) = (1⊗ x) W. _en

λu(L∗(ω)) = (ω ⊗ id)((L ⊗ id)( W)) = (ω ⊗ id)((1⊗ x) W) = xλu(ω),
and so, as λu is injective, L∗ is a centraliser. As πĜλu = λ, it follows that πĜ(x) ∈
M l
cb(L1(G)) is themultiplier given by L∗.

Deûnition 3.3 Let the collection of those x ∈ M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)) associated with com-

pletely bounded le� centralisers be denoted by M l ,u
cb (L1(G)).

We note that (the strict extension of) πĜ restricts to a bijection M l ,u
cb (L1(G)) →

M l
cb(L1(G)).
While discussing multiplier algebras, we make the following remark. Let L∗ ∈

C l
cb(L1(G)). As elements of the form (id⊗ω)(W) are norm dense in C0(G), and as
(L ⊗ id)(W) = (1 ⊗ x)W , it follows that L restricts to a map C0(G) → C0(G). We
remark that we do not know if L gives amap M(C0(G))→ M(C0(G)).
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We next adapt an idea from the proof of [8, _eorem 4.2], which will allow us to
ûnd a “universalC∗-algebraic” version of the representation theoremof [14]. First,we
recall some notions from, for example, [20, Section 5.5]. For a C∗-algebra A and an
index set I, let MCI(A) be the families (x i)i∈I ⊆ M(A) with ∑i x∗i x i strictly con-
verging in M(A). Similarly, let MRI(A) be those (x i) with ∑i x ix∗i strictly con-
verging, so (x i) ∈ MCI(A) if and only if (x∗i ) ∈ MRI(A). For x , y ∈ MCI(A),
[20, Lemma 5.28] shows that∑i x∗i y i is strictly convergent and that the partial sums
form a bounded family. Furthermore, these notions are stable under applying non-
degenerate ∗-homomorphisms. _ese notions have obvious linkswith the (extended)
Haagerup tensor product; see, for example, [30, Proposition 1.15].

_eorem 3.4 For x ∈ M l ,u
cb (L1(G)), there exists (a i), (b i) ∈ MCI(Cu

0 (Ĝ)) with
∑i(1⊗ b∗i )∆(a i) = x ⊗ 1.

Proof Let L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L1(G)) and x be linked as before. Let L(a) = S∗(a ⊗ 1)T as

in the proof of Lemma 3.1, and again suppose that Cu
0 (Ĝ) is represented on aHilbert

space K. Fix a unit vector ξ ∈ L2(G), let (e i) be an orthonormal basis of L2(G)⊗H,
and for each i, set

a i = (id⊗ωξ,e i )(Ŵ∗

13(1⊗ T)Ŵ).

_is is a slight abuse of notation; by deûnition, whatwemean is that a i ∈ B(K) is the
operator

(a i(α)∣β) = (Ŵ∗

13(1⊗ T)Ŵ(α ⊗ ξ) ∣ β ⊗ e i) (α, β ∈ K),

which makes sense, asW ∈ M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)⊗ C0(G)) ⊆ B(K ⊗ L2(G)). Equivalently,

∑
i
a i(α)⊗ e i = Ŵ∗

13(1⊗ T)Ŵ(α ⊗ ξ) (α ∈ K).

_us, for α, β ∈ K,

(∑
i
a∗i a i(α) ∣ β) = (Ŵ∗

13(1⊗ T)Ŵ(α ⊗ ξ) ∣ Ŵ∗

13(1⊗ T)Ŵ(β ⊗ ξ))

= (Ŵ∗(1⊗ T∗T)Ŵ(α ⊗ ξ) ∣ β ⊗ ξ) .

So∑i a∗i a i = (id⊗ωξ,ξ)(Ŵ∗(1⊗ T∗T)Ŵ) ∈ M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)), where the sum converges

weakly in B(K). We claim that each a i ∈ M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)), and that this sum converges

strictly. We will show that for a ∈ Cu
0 (Ĝ), the sum∑i a∗i a ia is norm convergent; the

proof for∑i aa∗i a i is similar.
Choose θ ∈ B0(L2(G)) with θ(ξ) = ξ. As Ŵ(a⊗ θ) ∈ Cu

0 (Ĝ)⊗B0(L2(G)), and
arguing similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.1, for є > 0 we can ûnd (a j)nj=1 ⊆ Cu

0 (Ĝ)
and (ξ j)nj=1 ⊆ L2(G)⊗H with

∥Ŵ∗

13(1⊗ T)Ŵ(aα ⊗ ξ) −∑
j
a j(α)⊗ ξ j∥ ≤ є∥α∥ (α ∈ K).
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Here we used that Ŵ(aα ⊗ ξ) = Ŵ(a ⊗ θ)(α ⊗ ξ) for any α. For each j let ξ j =
∑i ξ j, i e i , so equivalently we have that

∥∑
i
( a ia(α) −∑

j
ξ j, ia j(α)) ⊗ e i∥ ≤ є∥α∥ (α ∈ K).

From this (and a similar argument with a on the le�) it follows that indeed a i ∈
M(Cu

0 (Ĝ)) for each i. Continuing, let є0 > 0 with є0∑ j ∥a j∥ ≤ є, and choose a
ûnite subset I0 ⊆ I with∑i/∈I0 ∣ξ j, i ∣2 ≤ є20 for each j. _en

∥ ∑
i/∈I0

a ia(α)⊗ e i∥ = ∥∑
i
a ia(α)⊗ e i −∑

i∈I0
a ia(α)⊗ e i∥

≤ є∥α∥ + ∥∑
i
∑
j
ξ j, ia j(α)⊗ e i −∑

i∈I0
a ia(α)⊗ e i∥

≤ є∥α∥ + ∥ ∑
i/∈I0
∑
j
ξ j, ia j(α)⊗ e i∥

+ ∥ ∑
i∈I0
(∑

j
ξ j, ia j(α) − a ia(α)) ⊗ e i∥

≤ є∥α∥ + ∥α∥є0∑
j
∥a j∥ + є∥α∥ ≤ 3є∥α∥.

Finally, we then see that for α, β ∈ K,

∣ ( ∑
i∈I0
a∗i a ia(α)∣β) − (Ŵ∗(1⊗ T∗T)Ŵ(a(α)⊗ ξ)∣β ⊗ ξ) ∣

= ∣ ( ∑
i∈I0
a ia(α)⊗ e i ∣∑

j
a j(β)⊗ e j) − (∑

i
a ia(α)⊗ e i ∣∑

j
a j(β)⊗ e j) ∣

≤ ∥T∥∥β∥∥ ∑
i/∈I0

a ia(α)⊗ e i∥ .

Putting these together, we see that

∥ ∑
i∈I0
a∗i a ia − (id⊗ωξ,ξ)(Ŵ∗(1⊗ T∗T)Ŵ)a∥ ≤ 3є,

as required. _us, (a i) ∈ MCI(Cu
0 (Ĝ)).

We similarly deûne b i = (id⊗ωξ,e i )(Ŵ∗

13(1 ⊗ S)Ŵ). Now, using a similar abuse
of notation,

∆(a i) = (id⊗ id⊗ωξ,e i )(Ŵ∗

24Ŵ
∗

14(1⊗ 1⊗ T)Ŵ13Ŵ23) .
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∑
i
(1⊗ b i)∗∆(a i)

=∑
i
(id⊗ id⊗ωe i ,ξ)(Ŵ∗

23(1⊗ 1⊗ S∗)Ŵ24)(id⊗ id⊗ωξ,e i )

× (Ŵ∗

24Ŵ
∗

14(1⊗ 1⊗ T)Ŵ13Ŵ23)
= (id⊗ id⊗ωξ,ξ)(Ŵ∗

23(1⊗ 1⊗ S∗)Ŵ24Ŵ
∗

24Ŵ
∗

14(1⊗ 1⊗ T)Ŵ13Ŵ23)
= (id⊗ id⊗ωξ,ξ)(Ŵ∗

23(1⊗ 1⊗ S∗)Ŵ∗

14(1⊗ 1⊗ T)Ŵ13Ŵ23)
= (id⊗ id⊗ωξ,ξ)(Ŵ∗

23(id⊗L)(Ŵ∗)13Ŵ13Ŵ23) .

As Ŵ∗ = σ( W) and (L ⊗ id)( W) = (1⊗ x) W, it follows that

∑
i
(1⊗ b i)∗∆(a i) = (id⊗ id⊗ωξ,ξ)(Ŵ∗

23(x ⊗ 1)13(Ŵ∗)13Ŵ13Ŵ23) = x ⊗ 1,

as claimed.

Wenow state a converse to the previous result and show how to recover the original
centraliser.

_eorem 3.5 Let (a i), (b i) ∈ MCI(Cu
0 (Ĝ)) be such that∑i(1⊗ b∗i )∆(a i) = x ⊗ 1

for some x ∈ M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)). _en x ∈ M l ,u

cb (L1(G)) and the associated L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L1(G))

is given by L(a) = ∑i πĜ(b i)∗aπĜ(a i) for a ∈ L∞(G), with convergence weakly in
B(L2(G)).

Proof Deûne L∶ L∞(G) → B(L2(G)); a ↦ ∑i πĜ(b i)∗aπĜ(a i), so that L is a
normal completely boundedmap. _en consider

(L ⊗ id)( W) = σ∑
i
(1⊗ πĜ(b i)∗)Ŵ∗(1⊗ πĜ(a i))

= σ∑
i
(1⊗ πĜ(b i)∗)Ŵ∗(1⊗ πĜ(a i))ŴŴ∗

= σ∑
i
(1⊗ πĜ(b i)∗)(id⊗πĜ)∆(a i)Ŵ∗

= σ((id⊗πĜ)(∑
i
(1⊗ b∗i )∆(a i))Ŵ∗)

= (1⊗ x) W.
By applying id⊗πĜ we also see that (L ⊗ id)(W) = (1 ⊗ πĜ(x))(W). As slices
(id⊗ω̂)(W), with ω̂ ∈ L1(Ĝ), form a weak∗-dense subspace of L∞(G), this calcu-
lation shows that L does indeedmap L∞(G) to L∞(G). Furthermore, we have now
veriûed the condition in _eorem 3.2, and so L∗ is a le� completely bounded cen-
traliser associated with the “universal” multiplier x, which completes the proof.

3.2 Multipliers and Morphisms

_roughout this section, letG,H be locally compact quantumgroups, and letG→ H
be amorphism, represented by ϕ∶Cu

0 (H) → M(Cu
0 (G)), U ∈ M(C0(G) ⊗ C0(Ĥ)),
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and β∶C0(H)→ M(C0(G)⊗C0(H)). Let ϕ̂∶Cu
0 (Ĝ)→ M(Cu

0 (Ĥ)) be the dual Hopf
∗-homomorphism.

_e following is then the most natural way in which morphisms and multipliers
could interact. We will now go on to show how the other “pictures” also interact in
natural ways.

_eorem 3.6 _emap ϕ̂ restricts to a homomorphism

M l ,u
cb (L

1(G)) → M l ,u
cb (L

1(H)) .

Proof Let L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L1(G)) and let (a i), (b i) ∈ MCI(Cu

0 (Ĝ)) as in _eorem 3.4,
so L∗ is associated with x ∈ M l ,u

cb (L1(G)), where∑i(1⊗ b∗i )∆(a i) = x ⊗ 1.
As ϕ̂ is aHopf ∗-homomorphism,

∑
i
( 1⊗ ϕ̂(b∗i ))∆( ϕ̂(a i)) = (ϕ̂ ⊗ ϕ̂)∑

i
(1⊗ b∗i )∆(a i) = ϕ̂(x)⊗ 1,

and so an application of_eorem 3.5 shows that there is L′ ∈ C l
cb(L1(H)) associated

with ϕ̂(x) ∈ M l ,u
cb (L1(H)), as required.

Remark 3.7 _e “classical” situation here is detailed in [27, Section 6.1], where it is
shown that a grouphomomorphismG → H,which induces aHopf∗-homomorphism
C0(H) → Cb(G), restricts to a map McbA(H) → McbA(G). In our language, we
would start with a morphism Ĥ → Ĝ, say given by ϕ∶C∗(G) → M(C∗(H)), and
then consider the dual ϕ̂∶C0(H) → Cb(G). Hence we exactly recover the classical
result, once we have the “duality convention” correct.

One way to ûnd centralisers of L1(G) is to embed L1(G) into Cu
0 (G)∗, where it

becomes a closed two-sided ideal, and so (le�) multiplication by elements of Cu
0 (G)∗

deûne members of C l
cb(L1(G)) (and all completely positive centralisers arise in this

way, [7]). _e following shows that morphisms behave as expected from the Hopf
∗-homomorphism perspective.

Proposition 3.8 We have the commutative diagram

Cu
0 (G)∗

ϕ∗ //

��

Cu
0 (H)∗

��
M l ,u
cb (L1(G))

ϕ̂ // M l ,u
cb (L1(H)),

where the bottom arrow is given by the previous theorem.

Proof Let µ ∈ Cu
0 (G)∗ and write π∗G∶ L1(G) → Cu

0 (G)∗ for the embedding, which
is a completely isometric algebra homomorphism. Let µ induce L∗ ∈ C l

cb(L1(G)),
which means that π∗G(L∗(ω)) = µπ∗G(ω) = (µ ⊗ ω)(id⊗πG)∆ for each ω ∈ L1(G).
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(L ⊗ id)( W) = (LπG ⊗ id)(W) = ((µ ⊗ πG)∆⊗ id)(W)
= (µ ⊗ πG ⊗ id)(W13W23) = ((µ ⊗ id)(W)⊗ 1) W.

By _eorem 3.2, we see that x = (µ ⊗ id)(W) ∈ M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)) ∈ M l ,u

cb (L1(G)) is asso-
ciated with L and hence with µ.

Similarly, let ϕ∗(µ) ∈ Cu
0 (H)∗ induce L′

∗
∈ C l

cb(L1(H)), which is thus associated
with x′ ∈ M l ,u

cb (L1(H)), where

x′ = (ϕ∗(µ)⊗ id)(WH) = (µ ⊗ id)((ϕ ⊗ id)(WH))
= (µ ⊗ id)((id⊗ϕ̂)(WG)) = ϕ̂(x),

as required to show that the diagram commutes.

We now demonstrate a similar link at the level of centralisers, and not multipliers,
using bicharacters andquantumgrouphomomorphisms (apicturenot really explored
in [27], for example, but see Remark 3.12 for links with [15]).

Lemma 3.9 Let L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L1(G)) and x ∈ M l ,u

cb (L1(G)) be linked, and let U be
the bicharacter representing the morphism G → H. _en we have that (L ⊗ id)(U) =
(1⊗ πĤϕ̂(x))U .

Proof As U = (πGϕ ⊗ id)(WH) we see that

(L ⊗ id)(U) = (LπGϕ ⊗ πĤ)(WH) = (LπG ⊗ πĤϕ̂)(WG) = (L ⊗ πĤϕ̂)( WG)
= (id⊗πĤϕ̂)((1⊗ x) WG) = (1⊗ πĤϕ̂(x))(id⊗πĤϕ̂)( WG)
= (1⊗ πĤϕ̂(x))U ,

as claimed.

Proposition 3.10 Let L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L1(G)) bemapped to L′

∗
∈ C l

cb(L1(H)) by themor-
phism G→ H, and let U be the bicharacter representing this morphism. _en

1⊗ L′(a) = U(L ⊗ id)(U∗(1⊗ a)U)U∗ , a ∈ L∞(H).

Proof By weak∗-continuity, it is enough to show this for a = (id⊗ω)(WH). With
this in mind, the claim is equivalent to

1⊗ (L′ ⊗ id)(WH) = U12(L ⊗ id⊗ id)(U∗

12WH,23U12)U∗

12 .

Now we have that WH,23U12W∗

H,23 = U12U13 as U is a bicharacter, and so using the
previous lemma, the right-hand side equals

U12(L ⊗ id⊗ id)(U13WH,23)U∗

12 = U12((1⊗ πĤϕ̂(x))U) 13WH,23U∗

12

= U12(1⊗ 1⊗ πĤϕ̂(x))U13WH,23U∗

12

= U12(1⊗ 1⊗ πĤϕ̂(x))U∗

12WH,23

= 1⊗ (1⊗ πĤϕ̂(x))(WH) = 1⊗ (L′ ⊗ id)(WH),
as claimed.
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Recalling that the quantum group homomorphism β satisûes that

β(a) = U∗(1⊗ a)U

for a ∈ L∞(H), the following is immediate. Notice thatwe can think of this as being a
generalisation of the covariance condition that deûnes what it means for L to be (the
adjoint of) a centraliser.

Corollary 3.11 Let L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L1(G)) be mapped to L′

∗
∈ C l

cb(L1(H)) by our mor-
phism, which is represented by the quantum group homomorphism β. _en βL′ =
(L ⊗ id)β.

_is makes immediate sense if we work at the von Neumann algebra level, and
regard β as a map L∞(G) → L∞(G)⊗L∞(H). It is not clear how, a priori, to give a
purely C∗-algebraic interpretation of this.

Remark 3.12 It is possible to work purely at the level of bicharacters and cen-
tralisers without passing to multipliers and Hopf ∗-homomorphisms. Indeed, let
U ∈ L∞(G)⊗L∞(Ĥ) represent G → H, and let L∗ ∈ C l

cb(G). _en consider
(L ⊗ id)(U)U∗. By applying (∆ ⊗ id), and arguing as in the proof of _eorem 3.2,
we ûnd x ∈ L∞(Ĥ) with (L⊗ id)(U) = (1⊗ x)U . Of course, x will turn out to be the
multiplier associated with L′.
For a ∈ L∞(H), we can now consider U(L ⊗ id)(U∗(1 ⊗ a)U)U∗. _e proof

of Proposition 3.10 still works, and we ûnd that if a = (id⊗ω)(WH), then there
is L′(a) ∈ L∞(H) with U∗(1 ⊗ L′(a))U = (L ⊗ id)(U∗(1 ⊗ a)U). Indeed,
L′(a) = (id⊗ωx)(WH). By normality, it follows easily that L′ extends to a completely
bounded normal map L∞(H)→ L∞(H), and also (L′ ⊗ id)(WH) = (1⊗ x)WH, and
so L′ is the adjoint of a centraliser.

_is argument, and Proposition 3.10, should also be compared with [15, _eo-
rem 2.1], where the relation between centralisers and actions of quantum groups (at
the von Neumann algebra level) is explored: we can apply this to β, as β is a (special
sort of) coaction. Notice that our use of the “invariants are constant” approach allows
us to avoid weight theory and the use of crossed product theory.

Let us ûnally make some remarks about operator space structures. _e space
C l
cb(L1(G)) inherits a natural operator space structure as a subspace ofCB(L1(G)) ⊆

CB(L∞(G)), and using this, we induce an operator space structure on M l
cb(L1(G))

and M l ,u
cb (L1(G)). As β is a complete isometry, it follows more or less immediately

from Corollary 3.11 that the map L ↦ L′ is a complete contraction. Let us formally
state this.

_eorem 3.13 A morphism G → H induces a complete contraction C l
cb(L1(G)) →

C l
cb(L1(H)) and thus a complete contraction M l ,u

cb (L1(G))→ M l ,u
cb (L1(H)).
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3.3 The Representation Theorem

Let CBσ ,L∞(G)
L∞(Ĝ)′

(B(L2(G))) be the space of normal completely boundedmaps

Φ∶B(L2(G)) Ð→ B(L2(G))

that restrict to maps L∞(G) → L∞(G) and that are L∞(Ĝ)′-bimodule maps. _e
paper [14] shows that M l

cb(L1(G)) is (completely isometrically) isomorphic to this
space.

Given L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L∞(G)), we can extend L to all of B(L2(G)) in such a way that

L becomes a L∞(Ĝ)′-bimodule map. Indeed, we claim that for each x ∈ B(L2(G))
there is Φ(x) ∈ B(L2(G)) with

1⊗Φ(x) =W((L ⊗ id)(W∗(1⊗ x)W))W∗ .

_en Φ is easily seen to be completely bounded, normal, to extend L, and to be a
L∞(Ĝ)′-bimodule map, as W ∈ L∞(G)⊗L∞(Ĝ). _at Φ exists can shown using
the “invariants are constant” technique; see [7, Proposition 3.2]. Here we will follow
the original approach of [14], and use that the linear span of {ab ∶ a ∈ L∞(G), b ∈
L∞(Ĝ)′} is weak∗-dense in B(L2(G)); see, for example, [7,_eorem 2.2]. For such
ab we see that

W((L ⊗ id)(W∗(1⊗ ab)W))W∗ =W((L ⊗ id)∆(a))W∗(1⊗ b) = 1⊗ L(a)b.
_us Φ exists, Φ(ab) = L(a)b and similarly Φ(ba) = bL(a), so establishing all the
needed properties. _at any

Φ ∈ CBσ ,L∞(G)
L∞(Ĝ)′

(B(L2(G)))

arises in exactly this way is more intricate, see [14,_eorem 4.10].

Proposition 3.14 Continuing with this notation, let L∗ ∈ C l
cb(L1(G)) be extended

to Φ, and using a morphism G → H, let L∗ be mapped to L′
∗
∈ C l

cb(L1(H)), which is
extended to Φ′. _enU∗(1⊗Φ′(x))U = (Φ⊗ id)(U∗(1⊗x)U) for all x ∈ B(L2(H))
where again U is the bicharacter associated to our morphism.

Proof By weak∗-continuity, it suõces to verify this for x = ab with a ∈ L∞(H)
and b ∈ L∞(Ĥ)′. However, as U ∈ L∞(G)⊗L∞(Ĥ), we see that U∗(1 ⊗ x)U ∈
L∞(G)⊗B(L2(H)), and so

(Φ⊗ id)(U∗(1⊗ x)U) = (L ⊗ id)(U∗(1⊗ a)U)(1⊗ b) = U∗(1⊗ L′(a))U(1⊗ b)
= U∗(1⊗ L′(a)b)U = U∗(1⊗Φ′(x))U ,

using Proposition 3.10 and the discussion above.

4 Intrinsic groups

_e intrinsic group of a Kac algebra was studied byDe Canniére in [5] (for example),
and for locally compact quantum groups by Kalantar and Neufang in [16]. In this
section, we will show that the assignment of a locally compact quantum group to
its intrinsic group is a functor between the appropriate categories, show that we can
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identify the intrinsic group as the “maximal” classical subgroup, and then use this
to show that the “intrinsic functor” is the le� adjoint to the inclusion functor from
locally compact groups to locally compact quantumgroups. In fact,wewill show that
the intrinsic group is a closed subgroup, in the sense of [10], in fact, in the strongVaes
closed sense.

_ere are a number of diòerent equivalent deûnitions of the intrinsic group, and
these diòerent deûnitions have interesting interactions with the diòerent presenta-
tions of a morphism between quantum groups. We wish to be rather careful about
the isomorphisms involved, and furthermore, we also want to consider the interac-
tion with Cu

0 (G). _us, we will expound some of the results from [16] in detail.
_e following is the key technical lemma; two rather diòerent proofs can be found

in [9,_eorem 3.2] and [16,_eorem 3.9].

Proposition 4.1 Let G be a locally compact quantum group, and let x ∈ L∞(G) be
non-zero with ∆(x) = x ⊗ x. _en x is unitary, and x ∈ M(C0(G)).

_at is, all characters on L1(G) arise from one-dimensional unitary corepresenta-
tions ofG.

Lemma 4.2 Let x ∈ M(Cu
0 (G)) with ∆(x) = x ⊗ x. _en x is unitary.

Proof Let y = πG(x) ∈ M(C0(G)), so ∆(y) = y ⊗ y and hence y is unitary. _en
we use that

x ⊗ y = (id⊗πG)∆(x) =W∗(1⊗ y)W,
and so x ⊗ 1 = (1⊗ y∗)W∗(1⊗ y)W ∈ M(Cu

0 (G)⊗B0(L2(G))) is unitary, and x is
unitary.

_e following then states the diòerent equivalent deûnitions of the intrinsic group,
compare [16,_eorem 3.12]. We claim that the following sets, given the stated topolo-
gies, are locally compact groups, and are all homeomorphic (for maps to be deûned
shortly):
(a) the collection of completely positive, completely isometric isomorphisms in

C l
cb(L1(G)), with composition as the group product, and the strong operator

topology, denoted by G̃;
(b) the spectrum of the C∗-algebra Cu

0 (G), that is, the collection of non-zero char-
acters on Cu

0 (G) with the relative weak∗-topology, and the product induced by
∆, denoted by sp(Cu

0 (G));
(c) the intrinsic group of L∞(Ĝ), namely Gr(Ĝ) = {û ∈ L∞(G) ∶ ∆̂(û) = û ⊗ û, û /=

0}, with the product from L∞(Ĝ), and the relative weak∗-topology;
(d) the “universal intrinsic group” of Cu

0 (G), namely
Gru(Ĝ) = { û ∈ M(Cu

0 (Ĝ)) ∶ ∆̂(û) = û ⊗ û, û /= 0}

with the product from M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)), and the relative strict topology.

Let us note that the “intrinsic group” is o�en deûned by requiring that û be invert-
ible, but by our technical lemma, û is automatically unitary. We note that (d) is a new
equivalence not previously studied.
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We now deûne themaps between these sets. We choose slightly diòerent conven-
tions to [16]; in particular, we swap û for û∗, as our conventions seem more natural
given the later results. Given û ∈ Gr(Ĝ),we identifyM(C0(Ĝ))with M(C⊗C0(Ĝ))
and then observe that (id⊗∆̂)(û) = û13û12. So by [17, Proposition 5.3] there is a
non-degenerate ∗-homomorphism γ∶Cu

0 (G) → C, that is, γ ∈ sp(Cu
0 (G)), with

u = (γ⊗id)(W). It is easy to see that this, in fact, gives a bijectionbetween sp(Cu
0 (G))

and Gr(Ĝ).
By pushing things to the universal level, and using W and (the dual version of)

[17, Proposition 6.5], we also get a bijection between sp(Cu
0 (G)) and Gru(Ĝ) that

identiûes γ with (γ ⊗ id)(W). _en the strict extension of π∶Cu
0 (G) → C0(G) re-

stricts to a bijection between Gr(Ĝ) and Gru(Ĝ).
Finally, the bijection between G̃ and Gr(Ĝ) follows from [14,_eorem 4.7]; com-

pare [16, _eorem 3.7]. In the remainder of this section, we will give an alternative
proof, using [7], and also give a concise proof that themaps constructed are homeo-
morphisms. Of course, these results are new for Gru(Ĝ).

In the next section,we start to study howmorphisms and intrinsic groups interact.
_e following, which is really not made explicit in [16], will be vital for that purpose.

_eorem 4.3 _e bijection between C l
cb(L1(G)) and M l

cb(L1(G)) ⊆ M(C0(Ĝ))
restricts to a bijection between G̃ and Gr(Ĝ). Furthermore, if L∗ and û are thus asso-
ciated, then L(x) = û∗xû for x ∈ L∞(G).

Proof We use the main result of [7], which tells us that there is a natural bijection
between completely positive multipliers of L1(G) and Cu

0 (G)∗+. Indeed, for such L∗
there is µ ∈ Cu

0 (G)∗ positive such that, embedding L1(G) into Cu
0 (G)∗, we have that

L∗ is given by le� multiplication by µ. _at is,

ω ○ L ○ π = (µ ⊗ ω ○ π)∆ = (µ ⊗ ω)(W∗(1⊗ π( ⋅ ))W) .

If L∗ ∈ G̃, then L∗ is a completely isometric isomorphism, so there exists a com-
pletely isometric L−1

∗
. _us, L−1

∗
is also completely positive, and it is easy to see that

L−1
∗

is also a le� multiplier; compare the proof of [14,_eorem 4.7]. So choose µ−1 ∈
Cu
0 (G)∗ for L−1

∗
. Both L and L−1 must be unital, completely positive, and so µ, µ−1 are

states.
For x ∈ L∞(G),ω ∈ L1(G),

⟨x ,ω⟩ = ⟨L−1(L(x)),ω⟩ = ⟨µ−1 ⊗ ω,W∗(1⊗ L(x))W⟩
= ⟨µ ⊗ µ−1 ⊗ ω,W∗

23W
∗

13(1⊗ 1⊗ x)W13W23⟩
= ⟨(µ−1 ⊗ µ)∆⊗ ω,W∗(1⊗ x)W⟩,

asW is a corepresentation of Cu
0 (G). Apply this to x = (id⊗ω̂)(W) to see that

x = (µ−1 ⋆ µ ⊗ id)(W∗(1⊗ x)W) = (µ−1 ⋆ µ ⊗ id⊗ω̂)(W∗

12W23W12).

AsW∗

12W23W12 = ((id⊗π)∆⊗ id)(W) =W13W23, it follows that

(id⊗ω̂)(W) = (µ−1 ⋆ µ ⊗ id⊗ω̂)(W13W23),
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and so W = (µ−1 ⋆ µ ⊗ id⊗ id)(W13W23) and (µ−1 ⋆ µ ⊗ id)(W) = 1. Similarly,
(µ ⋆ µ−1 ⊗ id)(W) = 1. By [17, Proposition 6.3] and its proof, it follows that µ−1 ⋆ µ =
µ ⋆ µ−1 = є, the counit of Cu

0 (G).
Let

T = (µ ⊗ id)∆∶Cu
0 (G)→ Cu

0 (G),
a unital completely positive map. _at T maps into Cu

0 (G), and not M(Cu
0 (G)),

follows by observing that {(id⊗ω)(W) ∶ ω ∈ L1(Ĝ)} is norm dense in Cu
0 (G) (see

the discussion a�er [17, Proposition 5.1]) and then calculating that

T((id⊗ω)(W)) = (µ ⊗ id⊗ω)(W13W23) = (id⊗ωa)(W) ∈ Cu
0 (G),

where a = (µ⊗ id)(W) ∈ L∞(Ĝ). We similarly form T−1 and observe that T−1 is the
inverse of T . Indeed,

T−1(T(x)) = (µ−1 ⊗ id)∆((µ ⊗ id)∆(x)) = (µ−1 ⊗ µ ⊗ id)∆2(x)
= ((µ−1 ⊗ µ)∆⊗ id)∆(x) = (є ⊗ id)∆(x) = x .

We now use the Schwarz inequality, and the theory of multiplicative domains for
completely positivemaps; see [4, Proposition 1.5.7], for example. For a ∈ Cu

0 (G),

a∗a = T−1(T(a))∗T−1(T(a)) ≤ T−1(T(a)∗T(a)) ≤ T−1(T(a∗a)) = a∗a,

and so we have equality throughout, namely a∗a = T−1(T(a)∗T(a)) or equiva-
lently, T(a∗a) = T(a)∗T(a). Similarly we can show that T(aa∗) = T(a)T(a)∗,
and it hence follows that T(ab) = T(a)T(b) for all a, b ∈ Cu

0 (G). _us, T is a
∗-automorphism of Cu

0 (G). As µ = є ○ T it follows that µ is a character.
_en let û = (µ ⊗ id)(W), so ∆̂(û) = (µ ⊗ id⊗ id)(W13W12) = û ⊗ û, as µ is

multiplicative, so û ∈ Gr(Ĝ). _en, for x ∈ L∞(G),

L(x) = (µ ⊗ id)(W∗(1⊗ x)W) = û∗xû,

as claimed. Finally, we have that ∆̂(û) = û ⊗ û is equivalent to Ŵ∗(1⊗ û)Ŵ = û ⊗ û
or equivalently that W(û ⊗ 1)W∗ = û ⊗ û, and so

(L ⊗ id)(W) = (û∗ ⊗ 1)W(û ⊗ 1) = (û∗ ⊗ 1)(û ⊗ û)W = (1⊗ û)W ,

and so û ∈ M l
cb(L1(G)) is associated with L as required.

Notice that the previous proof did not use weight theory (and that neither does
[7]). We now show that our maps are homeomorphisms; this is a new result for the
equivalence with Gru(Ĝ), and for completeness, we give a complete proof. As G̃ is
easily seen to be a topological group ([16, Proposition 3.5]), and sp(Cu

0 (G)) is locally
compact, it follows that the intrinsic group is indeed a locally compact group. Our
proof will avoid use of weight theory, standard position of von Neumann algebras
etc.; compare the proof of [16,_eorem 3.7].

_eorem 4.4 _e bijections between our four equivalent conditions are homeomor-
phisms.
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Proof First, themap sp(Cu
0 (G))→ Gr(Ĝ); γ ↦ (γ⊗id)(W) is a homeomorphism.

_is follows, as γ i → γ is equivalent to limi γ i(a) = γ(a) for all a ∈ Cu
0 (G) of the form

(id⊗ω̂)(W) for ω̂ ∈ L1(Ĝ) because such a are norm dense, and (γ i) is a bounded
net. However, this is clearly equivalent to (γ i ⊗ id)(W) → (γ ⊗ id)(W) weak∗ in
L∞(Ĝ), as required.

We next show that G̃ → Gru(Ĝ) is continuous. Let the (bounded) net (L i ,∗) ⊆
G̃ ⊆ C l

cb(L1(G)) converge strongly to L∗, and be associated with û i ∈ Gru(Ĝ), with
L∗ associated with û. As (û i) is a net of unitaries, to show that û ia → ûa for each
a ∈ Cu

0 (Ĝ), it suõces to check for a dense collection of such a, for example, a =
(ω ⊗ id)( W) for ω ∈ L1(G). However,

lim
i

û i(ω ⊗ id)( W)

= lim
i
(ω ⊗ id)((1⊗ û i) W) = lim

i
(ω ⊗ id)(L i ⊗ id)( W)

= lim
i
(L i ,∗(ω)⊗ id)( W) = (L∗(ω)⊗ id)( W) = û(ω ⊗ id)( W),

as required. We similarly need to show that û∗i (ω ⊗ id)( W) → û∗(ω ⊗ id)( W) for
each ω. However, as û∗i = û−1

i , this claimwill follow, because L−1
i ,∗ → L−1

∗
. _us, û i → û

strictly, as claimed.
_atGru(Ĝ)→ Gr(Ĝ) is continuous follows easily, as π is strictly continuous, and

strict convergence in M(C0(Ĝ)) implies weak∗-convergence in L∞(Ĝ).
Finally we show that Gr(Ĝ) → G̃ is continuous. Continuing with the same nota-

tion, suppose that û i → û weak∗ in Gr(Ĝ). As each û i is unitary, this implies that
û i → û strongly in B(L2(G)). _is then implies that for all ξ, η ∈ L2(G),

lim
i

û iωξ,ηû∗i = lim
i

ωû i ξ,û i η = ωûξ,ûη = ûωξ,ηû∗

in B(L2(G))∗ and hence also in L1(G). However, as L i(x) = û∗i xû i , this shows that
L i ,∗(ωξ,η)→ L∗(ωξ,η) in L1(G). As (L i ,∗) is a bounded net, it follows that L i ,∗ → L∗
strongly, as required.

5 The Intrinsic Group Functor

In this section, we will show that the assignment G → G̃ is actually a functor. Given
the results of Section 3.2, we have little choice as to how amorphism G → H should
map G̃ to H̃, as G̃ is realised as a subset of themultipliers of L1(G). Fortunately, this
works!

_eorem 5.1 Let f ∶G → H be a morphism of quantum groups, which induces the
completely contractive homomorphism

C l
cb(L1(G)) → C l

cb(L1(H)) ,

as before. _is restricts to a continuous group homomorphism f̃ ∶ G̃ → H̃. _e assign-
ment f ↦ f̃ is a functor.

Indeed, let themorphism be represented by

ϕ∶Cu
0 (H)→ M(Cu

0 (G)) and β∶C0(H)→ M(C0(G)⊗ C0(H)) ,
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with dual counterparts ϕ̂ and β̂. Let L∗ ∈ G̃ be associated with γ ∈ sp(Cu
0 (G)), û ∈

Gr(Ĝ), and ûu ∈ Gru(Ĝ), and let L∗ be mapped to L′
∗
∈ H̃, associated with γ′ , û′ , û′u .

_en we have the following relations:
● û′u = ϕ̂(ûu);
● β̂(û) = û′ ⊗ û;
● βL′ = (L ⊗ id)β;
● γ′ = γ ○ ϕ.

Proof By deûnition, themap C l
cb(L1(G))→ C l

cb(L1(H)) is induced by the restric-
tion of ϕ̂ to a map M l ,u

cb (L1(G)) → M l ,u
cb (L1(H)); see _eorem 3.6. As ϕ̂ is a Hopf

∗-homomorphism, it is clear that ϕ̂(ûu) ∈ Gru(Ĥ) for each ûu ∈ Gru(Ĝ). So we do
obtain a map f̃ ∶ G̃ → H̃. As the product on Gru(Ĝ) is simply the restriction of the
product on M(Cu

0 (G)), and as ϕ̂ is a homomorphism, themap f̃ ∶ G̃ → H̃ is a group
homomorphism, clearly continuous. Finally, because composition of morphisms is
given by composition of the associatedHopf ∗-homomorphisms; it is clear that f ↦ f̃
is a functor, namely that if h = g ○ f , then h̃ = g̃ ○ f̃ .
By Lemma 3.9 and_eorem 4.3, we then see that

(1⊗ û′)U = (L ⊗ id)(U) = (û∗ ⊗ 1)U(û ⊗ 1),

and so, as Û = σ(U∗), it follows that

(û′ ⊗ 1)Û∗ = (1⊗ û∗)Û∗(1⊗ û),

which in turn implies that β̂(û) = Û∗(1⊗ û)Û = û′ ⊗ û, as claimed.
_at βL′ = (L ⊗ id)β follows immediately from Corollary 3.11, and that γ′ = γ ○ ϕ

follows immediately from Proposition 3.8.

5.1 Universal Property

In this section, we will construct a morphism G̃ → G and show that G̃ satisûes a
natural universal property. We then draw some category theoretic conclusions. In the
next section, we will show that G̃ is actually a “closed quantum subgroup” ofG.

Let us view G̃ as being Gru(Ĝ) with the strict topology. _us the formal identity
map G̃→ M(Cu

0 (Ĝ)) is a continuous homomorphism, when M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)) carries the

strict topology. If Cu
0 (Ĝ) ⊆ B(H) is a faithful non-degenerate ∗-representation, then

M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)) ⊆ B(H) as well, and the induced map G̃ → B(H) will be a strongly

continuous unitary representation. By the universal property of C∗(G̃), we hence
obtain a ∗-homomorphism C∗(G̃) → B(H); and one can show that this takes val-
ues in M(Cu

0 (Ĝ)). So we obtain a non-degenerate ∗-homomorphism θ̂∶C∗(G̃) →
M(Cu

0 (Ĝ)). _e strict extension of this map sends an element of G̃ to its image in
Gru(Ĝ), and thus by the deûnition of the coproduct on C∗(G̃), we see that θ̂ is a
Hopf ∗-homomorphism. Hence we have amorphism Ĝ → ̂̃G, and so by duality, the
claimedmorphism G̃→ G.
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We constructed this morphism from what might be called a group representation
perspective. _e following shows that it also has an extremely natural interpretation
at the C∗-algebra level.

Proposition 5.2 Let the morphism G̃ → G induce the Hopf ∗-homomorphism
θ∶Cu

0 (G) → M(C0(G̃)). _en θ maps into C0(G̃), and is surjective. Viewing G̃ as
sp(Cu

0 (G)), themap θ is nothing but the Gelfand transform.

Proof For a good treatment of Gelfand transforms for non-unital algebras, see [6,
Section 2.3,_eorem 2.3.25]. In keepingwith our notation, let Cu

0 (G)→ C0(G̃); a ↦
ã be theGelfand transform, so that ã(γ) = ⟨γ, a⟩ for a ∈ Cu

0 (G), γ ∈ G̃ = sp(Cu
0 (G)).

_en the algebra {ã ∶ a ∈ Cu
0 (G)} is self-adjoint, separates the points of G̃, and sepa-

rates the points from 0, and hence is dense in C0(G̃). We conclude that the Gelfand
transform is onto.

Hence, it remains to show that θ(a) = ã for each a ∈ Cu
0 (G). Consider the uni-

versal bicharacter for G̃. _is is

WG̃ = W̃G ∈ M(C0(G̃)⊗ C∗(G̃)) = Cstr
b ( G̃,M(C∗(G̃))) ,

the space of bounded strictly continuousmaps G̃→ M(C∗(G̃)), and under this iden-
tiûcation,WG̃ is nothing but the inclusion G̃→ M(C∗(G̃)). By deûnition,

(θ ⊗ id)(WG) = (id⊗θ̂)(WG̃) ∈ C
str
b ( G̃,M(Cu

0 (Ĝ))) ,

and by the construction of θ̂, this is the inclusion G̃ = Gru(Ĝ) → M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)). Let

γ ∈ sp(Cu
0 (G)) be associated with ûu ∈ Gru(Ĝ). Viewing (θ ⊗ id)(WG) as a strictly

continuous function G̃→ M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)), the value of this function at γ is hence simply

ûu . However, this is equal to (γ ⊗ id)(WG).
So, we have that (θ ⊗ id)(WG) ∈ M(C0(G̃)⊗ Cu

0 (Ĝ)) = Cstr
b (G̃,M(Cu

0 (Ĝ))) is
the function γ ↦ (γ ⊗ id)(WG). Apply id⊗πĜ and then slice by some ω̂ ∈ L1(Ĝ) to
see that θ((id⊗ω̂)(W)) ∈ M(C0(G̃)) is the function

γ z→ ⟨γ, (id⊗ω̂)(W)⟩.
As the collection of elements (id⊗ω̂)(W) is dense in Cu

0 (G), we conclude that θ is
indeed nothing but the Gelfand transform.

_at θ is a surjection Cu
0 (Ĝ)→ C0(G̃)means that G̃ is identiûed as aWoronowicz

closed quantum subgroup of G; see [10]. In the next section, we will prove that G̃
satisûes the a priori stronger condition of being Vaes closed.

We also note that if the reader is unhappy with the slightly sketchy proof just given,
thenwe could simply deûne θ to be theGelfand transform: it is very easy to show that
θ is then aHopf ∗-homomorphism. However, we feel that for motivational purposes,
the deûnition of θ̂ is more natural.

_e following shows that G̃ is then themaximal “classical” subgroup ofG.

_eorem 5.3 _e morphism G̃ → G satisûes the following universal property. For
any locally compact group H and any morphism H → G, there is a unique continuous
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group homomorphism H → G̃ making the following, equivalent, diagrams commute:

H //

∃ !
��

G

G̃

?? M(C0(H)) Cu
0 (G)oo

θ

yy
C0(G̃).

OO

Proof _at the two diagrams are equivalent follows from the deûnition of what a
morphismof locally compact quantumgroups is. As θ is onto, if aHopf ∗-homomor-
phismC0(G̃)→ M(C0(H)) exists,making the diagram commute, then it is uniquely
deûned.

Let ϕ∶Cu
0 (G) → M(C0(H)) be our Hopf ∗-homomorphism. For each h ∈ H let

δh ∶C0(H)→ C be the functional given by point evaluation. So δh is a character, and
as ϕ is non-degenerate, δh ○ ϕ is a character, and hence deûnes a member of G̃. We
hence obtain ourmap H → G̃,which is easily seen to be continuous, and thus induces
ψ∶C0(G̃)→ M(C0(H)). _en, for a ∈ Cu

0 (G) and h ∈ H,
ψ(θ(a))(h) = θ(a)(δh ○ ϕ) = ⟨δh ○ ϕ, a⟩ = ϕ(a)(h),

and so ψ ○ θ = ϕ, as required. As θ , ϕ areHopf ∗-homomorphisms,

∆Hψθ = ∆Hϕ = (ϕ ⊗ ϕ)∆G = (ψθ ⊗ ψθ)∆G = (ψ ⊗ ψ)∆G̃θ .

As θ is onto, it follows that ψ is aHopf ∗-homomorphism, and so our map H → G̃ is
a group homomorphism, as required.

We can, of course, dualise this universal property, and obtain twomore commuting
diagrams

Ĥ Ĝoo

��̂̃G

∃ !

OO C∗(H)
ϕ̂ //

��

M(Cu
0 (Ĝ))

C∗(G̃)
̂θ

99

As ϕ̂∶C∗(H) → M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)) is a Hopf ∗-homomorphism, the strict extension must

send h ∈ H ⊆ M(C∗(H)) to a member of Gru(Ĝ) = G̃, and this gives the map
C∗(H)→ C∗(G̃).

Let us think about this result from the perspective of some elementary category
theory. Let LCG and LCGQ be the categories of locally compact groups and lo-
cally compact quantum groups, respectively. _e deûnition of amorphism in LCGQ
is setup precisely so that the assignment of G ∈ LCG to (C0(G), ∆G) ∈ LCGQ is
a functor. Let this functor be C∶LCG → LCGQ, we choose C for “classical”. Let
I∶LCGQ → LCG be the “intrinsic group functor”, the assignment of G̃ to G. We
recall the notion of an adjoint functor; see, for example, [22, Chapter 2].

_eorem 5.4 _e functor I is a right adjoint to the functor C.

Proof _is is equivalent toC being a le� adjoint to I. _ere are a number of diòerent,
equivalent meanings to this. One is that C∶LCGQ ← LCG is a le� adjoint functor
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if for each G ∈ LCQG there is a terminal morphism from C to G. _at is, there
exists G̃ ∈ LCG and C(G̃) → G such that for each H ∈ LCG and each morphism
f ∶C(H)→ G, there is a uniquemorphism H → G̃ with

H

∃ !g
��

C(H)

C(g)
��

f

!!
G̃ C(G̃) // G.

However, if we remember that C is essentially the “inclusion”, then this is nothing but
the universal property of G̃ just shown in _eorem 5.3. In this situation, it is then
actually automatic (from purely category theoretic considerations) that I∶G → G̃ is
a functor (the universal property alone can be used to construct I( f )∶ G̃ → H̃ given
any f ∶G→ H).

5.2 Closed Subgroups

In [10] the notion of a closed quantum subgroupwas explored. We say that amorphism
H→ G identiûesH as a closed quantum subgroup ofG, in the sense ofWoronowicz,
if the Hopf ∗-homomorphism Cu

0 (G) → M(Cu
0 (H)) maps into, and onto, Cu

0 (H).
_is notion is easily seen to reduce to the classical notion of a closed group, when
applied to a classical group G; see [10, Sections 3, 4].

When H ⊆ G is a closed subgroup of a locally compact group, the Herz Restric-
tion _eorem (see [12]) tells us that the restriction map gives a quotient map from
the Fourier algebra A(G) to A(H), or equivalently, gives a normal injective ∗-homo-
morphism VN(H) → VN(G). _is notion was generalised to quantum groups in
[28, Deûnition 2.5], and motivated the authors of [10] to give the notion of a Vaes
closed quantum subgroup. Here we state the original deûnition: H → G identiûes H
as aVaes closed quantum subgroup ofG if there is a normal, unital, injective ∗-homo-
morphism γ∶ L∞(Ĥ)→ L∞(Ĝ)with πĜ ○ ϕ̂ = γ○πĤ,where ϕ̂∶Cu

0 (Ĥ)→ M(Cu
0 (Ĝ))

is theHopf ∗-homomorphism representing the dual morphism Ĝ→ Ĥ.
We observed above that G̃ is Woronowicz closed in G. In [16, _eorem 3.14] it is

shown thatG→ G̃ preserves compactness and discreteness. As G̃ is a closed quantum
subgroup ofG, this result now also follows immediately from results of [10]. Indeed, if
G is compact, then Cu

0 (G) is unital, so C0(G̃) is unital, so G̃ is compact. _e discrete
case is more involved; see [10,_eorem 6.2].

We now prove a stronger result: that G̃ is Vaes closed.

_eorem 5.5 _emorphism θ∶Cu
0 (Ĝ)→ C0(G̃) identiûes G̃ as a Vaes closed quan-

tum subgroup ofG.

Proof Consider the dual morphism θ̂∶C∗(G̃) → M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)). Compose with πĜ

and let M be the von Neumann algebra generated by the image in L∞(Ĝ). As πĜ ○ θ̂
is a Hopf ∗-homomorphism, it follows by weak∗-continuity that ∆Ĝ(x) ∈ M⊗M ⊆
L∞(Ĝ)⊗L∞(Ĝ) for each x ∈ M. By [17,Remark 12.1]we also know that θ̂ intertwines
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the scaling group (τt) and the unitary antipode R; the same is true of πĜ. It follows
that (τt) restricts to the identitymap on M, and that R restricts to M. It follows from
[2, PropositionA5] that M “is a quantumgroup”, that is, admits invariantweights. For
us, an convenient way to restate this is that there is a locally compact quantum group
K and a normal ∗-isomorphism ψ∶ L∞(K) → M ⊆ L∞(Ĝ) with ψ intertwining the
coproducts ofK and Ĝ. As C∗(G̃) is cocommutative and its image isweak∗-dense in
L∞(K), it follows that K is cocommutative, and so there is a locally compact group
K with L∞(K) = VN(K).

_us, we obtain the commutative diagram

C∗(G̃)
̂θ //

''

M(Cu
0 (Ĝ))

π // M(C0(Ĝ)) // L∞(Ĝ)

L∞(K) = VN(K)
ψ

33

where ψ is a normal ∗-isomorphism onto its range that intertwines the coproducts.
_is means, in particular, that ψ restricts to amap K = Gr(VN(K)) → Gr(Ĝ) = G̃,
and sowe obtain an injective group homomorphism f ∶K → G̃. Asψ is normal, by the
deûnition of the topologies on Gr(VN(K)) and Gr(Ĝ), we see that f is continuous.

It follows from the discussion in Section 5.1 that, if we regard G̃ as being the set
Gr(Ĝ), then themap πθ̂ sends û ∈ G̃ ⊆ M(C∗(G̃)) to û ∈ Gr(Ĝ) ⊆ L∞(Ĝ). As such
û ∈ M,we see that ψ−1(û) ∈ Gr(VN(K)), and sowe obtain again a continuous group
homomorphism g∶ G̃ → K. _en f ○ g∶ G̃ → G̃ is the identity, and as f is injective, f
and g aremutual inverses.

_us, K ≅ G̃, and so VN(K) ≅ VN(G̃). _e isomorphisms involved ensure that
the inducedmap θ0∶VN(G̃) → L∞(Ĝ) restricts to the identity map on G̃ = Gr(Ĝ).
Hence we obtain the following commutative diagram:

VN(G̃)

≅

��

θ0

$$

C∗(G̃)πoo

π̂θ
��

VN(K)
ψ // L∞(Ĝ)

as required.

_us,we have obtained a normal injective unital ∗-homomorphism θ0∶VN(G̃)→
L∞(Ĝ) such that πĜθ̂ = θ0π̂̃G. By the deûnition of θ̂, it follows that if we identify
G̃ with Gr(Ĝ), then θ0 is simply the extension of the “inclusion” VN(G̃) ⊇ G̃ =
Gr(Ĝ) → L∞(Ĝ). In particular, the von Neumann algebra generated by Gr(Ĝ) is
isomorphic to VN(G̃).

_e pre-adjoint of θ0 gives us a (complete) quotient map L1(Ĝ) → A(G̃), the
Fourier algebra of G̃. _at is, for each ω̂ ∈ L1(Ĝ), we obtain a function a∶ G̃ =
Gr(Ĝ) → C, û ↦ ⟨û, ω̂⟩. Clearly, a is continuous; the content of the theorem is
that a ∈ A(G̃) and that every member of A(G̃) arises in this way.
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_e following improves [16, Proposition 5.17], in that we do not need to assume
that G is discrete. We refer to [3] for the notion of a coamenable quantum group.

_eorem 5.6 Let Ĝ be coamenable. _en G̃ is amenable.

Proof _at Ĝ is coamenable is equivalent to L1(Ĝ) having a bounded approximate
identity. As A(G̃) is a quotient of the Banach algebra L1(Ĝ), it follows that A(G̃) also
has a bounded approximate identity, and so G̃ is amenable, as claimed.

Let us ûnish by observing the following corollary of the universal property of G̃,
which shows that all “classical” closed quantum subgroups are Vaes closed.

Corollary 5.7 Let H be a locally compact group, identiûed as a (Woronowicz) closed
subgroup ofG. _en H is Vaes closed.

Proof By _eorem 5.3, the morphism H → G factors through a homomorphism
H → G̃. To beprecise, let themorphismH → G be given by aHopf∗-homomorphism
ϕ∶Cu

0 (G) → C0(H), which is surjective by assumption. Let θ∶Cu
0 (G) → C0(G̃) be

the surjective Hopf ∗-homomorphism from _eorem 5.2, so by _eorem 5.3 there is
aHopf ∗-homomorphism ψ∶C0(G̃)→ M(C0(H)) with ψ ○ θ = ϕ. As θ is surjective,
it follows that ψ maps into and onto C0(H). _us, ψ identiûes H as a closed subgroup
of G̃.
Equivalently, as explained a�er _eorem 5.3, we have on the dual side that

C∗(H) → M(Cu
0 (Ĝ)) factors through C∗(H) → C∗(G̃). By Herz restriction, this

map drops to an injective normal ∗-homomorphism VN(H)→ VN(G̃), and by the
result above, we have VN(G̃) → L∞(Ĝ). _e composition gives the required injec-
tive normal ∗-homomorphism VN(H)→ L∞(Ĝ).
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